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About the 8188MEM
The 8188MEM is a protective shield for indoor Algo 8188 SIP Ceiling Speakers and 8189 SIP
Surface Mount Speakers that allows for extra protection in areas that may be exposed to
moisture* (e.g. bathrooms, locker rooms, and hospitals). The 8188MEM prevents electrical
damage from water that may pass through the speaker in environments mentioned above.
When using the 8188MEM both the Algo 8188 and 8189 will maintain their high quality sound.
However, the sound from the microphone may be affected.
*Note: The 8188MEM is not intended for use to protect the speaker from direct spray.
For more information about the Algo 8188 and 8189 please see the 8188 SIP Ceiling Speaker
User Guide or 8189 SIP Surface Mount Speaker Getting Started Sheet.

Installing the 8188MEM
To install the 8188MEM, use the tool supplied (see right) with the
Algo 8188, 8189, or 8188MEM to remove the grill on the 8188 or
8189 speaker. If lost, a small Allen key or heavy duty paperclip
bent into an L shape can be used to remove the grill by pulling
close to the edge. Once the grill is removed, place the 8188MEM
onto the speaker, working your way around for a tight fit. The
protective films on the 8188MEM needs to be removed before
installation.
After installation and testing, gently work the speaker grill into its
friction fit position and ensure it is evenly flush to the housing
around the edge. The speaker grill is intentionally tight to prevent
falling from the ceiling.
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